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XXVI.

THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV
(so in S.B.E. xxxi, otherwise LXIV),

FOR THE FIRST TIME CRITICALLY TRANSLATED.1

BY PEOFESSOE LAWEEXCE MILLS.

A Sacrifice to Ardvl Sura Anahita.
Her Attributes.

T SACRIFICE to the Water Ardvlsur, the clear* {OT pure);
[its (i.e. her) pureness is this, that in consequence of

her purity her place is on the star track],3 (2) the full*
forth-flowing 5 (one), [that is to say, she penetrates to every
single place], the healing (one),6 [that is to say, she
thoroughly heals a case (literally ' a matter')], the Demon-
severed1 (one), [that is to say, in no connection with her

1 The text upon which this translation has been made has been carefully
prepared for Z.D.M.G. as edited with all the MSS. collated, and will appear in
due course. Translations into Parsi-Persian and Gujarati from texts not collated
and otherwise of an uncritical character have alone preceded this. Those
previous texts are, however, of the last importance as materials for a critical
edition, and we miss the Sanskrit of Neryosaugh greatly here.

2 I do not hesitate to emend the strange form xvust (sic anavasit (?)), which
I do not understand; a very slight change would make it anahit, and this is
exactly what the Parsi-Pers. translator renders ^alis.

3 Meaning that it is a supernatural river flowing in the heavens, and the
supposed universal source of the rain, dew, etc.

4 Have we here an etymological hint, pur = ' full' to pereOii ?
6 Whether the letter which approaches c (in B. and E.) was really meant for

c in tac is doubtful; but the meaning is well adapted, and it would be worth
while to emend the sign to this form by a slight change to Avesta W = c.

6 I will no longer delay the remark that ' Water,' considered to be the sacred
principle in the Universe next after Fire, receives sacrifice as a Creature of
Ahura's alone; see 'Mazda-made.' Surely nations devoted to cleanliness will
readily acknowledge that it was an element well worthy to have been regarded
as a sacred sub-divinity. See note on 61. This entire chapter is in harmony
with Y. LI, 7, with which the chapter closes in the MSS.

7 The Demon of Putrefaction and Typhoid is especially opposed by Her as
also by the Fire.
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826 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

are the Demons], the one of Afiharmazd's Lore, [that is to
say, her religious Lore (her Dena) is that of Afiharmazd1

(and not that of the Devas, meaning that her sanctity stands
in connection with the Den of Ahura)],

(:<) the sacrifice-deserving (one) for (or ' i n ' ) the corporeal
worlds, [that is to say, she imparts a particular gift (literally
'one thing ')] , and the (one) worth praise for (or ' i n ' ) the
corporeal worlds, [that is to say, they would (or meaning
' she would') effect mediation (for those living (even) in the
(corporeal) world who offer praise to her. So that she is
worth sacrificing to and praising ; she will mediate with God
between Him and her sacrificer, and so effect his object)],

(4) the furtherer of life,2 (she is) the holy (one) [the
furtherer of its wealth also], the furtherer of the flocks
[and of their wealth], the holy. (Or, furthering) the
saintly [man,3 (the punctilious citizen)], (5) furthering
(also) the (entire) settlements, the holy (one), furthering
[the herds and] their wealth,4 the holy (one),5 [the wealth
of the faithful friends (literally ' of the well beloved ')],B

(6) furthering the Province (in prosperity), the holy
[with a concentrated efficiency (literally ' with a single7

efficiency ' ) ] ,
(7) (the one) who imparts purity . . . . qui omnium

juniorum semini munditiam tribuat [that is to say, when
pure and good, with (her; that is, ' with Ardvisiir ') it will
not go to pollution ; this is, by means of her the Ardvlsur
(it will be preserved)],

1 She belongs to God par excellence and to His religion.
2 Jan ; it looks as if the trlr. read ayu for a8u ; in an original Avesta-Pahlavi

writing the signs might be the same. Yan = ' a boon' seems nearer 65u ; but
the Pers. MS. has Jan.

3 This ansiita is evidently an error, as the constant asaonlm refers with
poetical iteration to the Ardvi Sura Anahita.

4 This word wealth ' saeto' is in the original here ; the above occurrences of
Xvastak are anticipative. A well-watered country thrives.

5 B. has a late erroneous martum here.
6 C , the Parsi-Pers., has in the trl. ' veh dustan.'
7 "Was this idea of 'singleness' suggested by vl-(d(a)evam) elsewhere?,

< separate from' ? Or is it here inserted by anticipation from 19 and 20 ?
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 827

(8) who imparts purity to the wombs of all women for
(child) bearing, [that is to say, when a particular (or
additional, so for tane = ' another') result (baharlh (?),
perhaps meaning ' another time,' a ' second birth' 1 (bar
I tane)) is desired, it so happens by the means of Ardvisur],

(9) who gives all women successful labour in the birth
(of children) ; [that is to say, when it goes on straight2 and
good with them, this is by her means, through Ardvisur],

(10) who imparts to all women what is regular [as much
as is necessary] and what is straightforward,2 so that (= ae
here) they would continue on (me'im) producing healthy 3

milk, (11) who is great (indeed), [that is to say, Ardvlsilr]
and named4 forth afar, [that is to say, her fame has extended
to a distant place],

She u Supreme of Waters.

(12) who is (indeed great) ; [that is to say], she has as
much size as all those waters 5 (together) which flow forth
upon the earth. [(The meaning) is that Ardvisur is greater
than other waters except the Arvand (Orontes), and the
Arvand is not made by me6 (to be) in connection or
' comparison (levata) with' Ardvisur, nor Ardvisur with
Arvand 7] ;

1 Hardly 'twins.'
2 Does i'rarun rentier raflvlm(-y3m), or is it a strengthening- gloss to datlhii?
3 Perhaps ' tasteful'; lit. ' pleasant'; but baslm may be meant to correspond

to ratJvIni(-yam).
4 This should rather refer to her roar.
5 Possibly meaning 'as any of those rivers,' or that 'Ardvisur represents

them all.'
G Notice the authorship of Auharmazd in the gl. ; the composer constructs

the Hymn in His name. Does Auharmazd therefore sacrifice to her as he
does elsewhere to Miflra ? If so, this proves that the word ' I sacrifice' does not
imply idolatry.

7 Or, again, meaning that, ' whereas all other rivers are dependent upon Ardvisur
for their water supply, the Arvand (?) was not so made by me, i.e. Auharmazd, (is
not so made by me thus (dependently) in connection with (levata) the waters
of the Ardvisur, nor the Ardvisur (in connection with it. They were alone of all
waters independent of each other)).'
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828 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

A Torrent.

(13) yea; I sacrifice to her who is a Torrent (literally
'who flows with strength') (14) from high Hukairya 1 on
to the Sea of Wide Shores (the Caspian).

The Foaming Shores.

(15) All the shores of the Wide-Shored Sea rush2 (or
'foam') ; [that is to say, it wells up (lit. perhaps meaning
' she heaps it up')] ; the whole of it stirs with foaming
to the middle (16) when she flows forth upon them, (plunges
into them, the Gulfs and the Middle of it) [with a separated
section3 (broken channels; dashes on every side)], (in 16);
and when she plunges forth into them with a single volume,4

(she) Ardvi Sura Anahita, the lofty, the heroic, and the
spotless, the very pure (then thus I sacrifice to her) (then
those shores and gulfs will foam) ; (17) whose (i.e. Ardvl-
sur's) are a thousand (side)-lakes (var) within (her sweep)
and a thousand outflows5 ; [and the var (side-lake) is that
whose water supply is from the springs, and the outflowing
conduit (is that) within which the water (at times) stands
back 6 within Ardvisur. Some say that it is ' within the
sea (and not in the torrent of the river' that this standing
back takes place. So, to explain the anomalies of the
expressions, the ' standing back ' in connection with a
'torrent')].

1 The highest peak of Hara, mother of mountains.
2 Or 'she stirs all the gulfs or shores'; hut see the original; sing, for pi. is

common in the Persian ; see the grammars.
3 Possibly ' with separated effect': ' she exerts her force on every side.'
4 fraz'garaiti seems to be rendered as if it meant ' plunging in a single volume.'

6 A. has: 'man' bayen zag ra-y I(?)ra7 aJ$ ap^ahih (ap^aih (?)) var' (so);

the sign which looks like ' i ' is a mistake for var.
6 The apxahih (apxaih) must mean here outlets which prevail in times of

flood and dry up in the summer season, or half dry up, so leaving ' lakes.'
Hardly ' affected by tidal influences.'
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 829

Her Extended Tributaries, etc.

(18) And each of those side-lakes and each of the outlets
is (as) a riding (or a driving) in a forty days (course), when
a well-mounted man would ride [from one side (of them
to the other). Some say ' from every side of them,' (that is,
all around the shores of the side-lakes and outlets)].1

Her Sublimity.

(19) This (is) my single one of waters (my River par
eminence)2 which goes. on in its outflow with sublimity3 to
all the Seven Karshvars (of the Earth),

(20) yea, this is my single one of waters 4 [(meaning) of
outflows 4 since they would bear (her volume) on continually
(so for ham, or read hamal), [that is to say, they (these
conduits of my River) would bear on (its waters) most
singly5 (in a most unbroken manner)] in summer and in
winter (so, never, like most other rivers in those regions,
running dry in the summer season).

(21) She, my river, indeed purifies [that is to say, she
keeps (pure from degeneration)] juniorum semen, the wombs
of women and woman's milk.

The FravasU invoked.

(22, 23) Here let the Fravasis of (those saints) approach,
of those (now) existing, [of that (portion of them) which

1 This is to reliere the appearance of exaggeration ; ' from all sides' of them
would seem to mean ' all around the sides ' ; there does not seem to he any
reference to the sides of the Sea just here.

2 She is the ' Mother of Waters.'
3 The Persian translates ' tars ' ' with terror,' meaning as above.
4 B. ins. (?) min apxanan to relieve the effects of the iteration; or else min

apxanan is gloss and min apxahiin (so); text (apxaan (?)).
B. has zag li aevak min x™an min apxahan (-xaanP)) amat av' ham

yedrunyen, &ey
A. has zagic I li aevak min apxahan (apxaan) amat av' ham yedriinand,

ae-y aevatum (aevaktum) . . .
C. also om. a second term. It has zag li aevak min avan amat . .
E. (Sp.) has apxahan (apxaan) amat, no further insertion.
5 ' Most singly' ; so, to carry out in the gloss the idea of ' uniqueness' in

the texts.

J.R.A.S. 1906. 54
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830 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

(is) within vigorous (life)] and of (those who have) been
created (in the past, the portion long since created) [now
dead], of those born1 [who are even now (alive)], (in 22)
and of those not (yet) born2 [those in accordance (so for
adln' here), (who) have not (yet) been destined to the
business of life 3 (?) (possibly lit. ' fallen to the work of the
hand')] ;

(23) let them (the Fravasis) come4 (so the singular -at'
for jasentu) to the beyond (or merely 'thither'), the
Fravasis whose 5 bearers they (the waters) have been to the
(face to face) meeting (of the waters) (so for paityapem =
' up-stream') from (see the ablative of the original) that
which is the nearest water (the first that meets one streaming
down) 6 ; [let them 7 take the water (there) ; it is 7 the zohar
(zao#ra). Those (waters) have been assigned (to be given) to
him by whom (the zao#ra ceremonies) have been customarily
(or ' specifically') performed . . . .8

1 I read zatan ; so, much better than datan. So C , the Parsi-Pers.,
zadahgan (?) trl. for the text jadan = zadan.

That the sign which resembled ' d,' ' I,' etc., is one which at times expresses
' z ' is clear from yazadan, in which word we discovered that the sign for ' d,' etc.,
may represent ' y,' the meaning yazata deciding the matter.

2 C , the Pers., has hastan = hastan here, but see above, where it has jadan,
translated zadahgan.

3 Karyada (?), so possibly = 'hand work'; C , the Pers., reads Karjadman =
karyada (translating ' sukm' = ' recompense' (?)) ; hardly kargada, ' (?) glory
of work (or of ' agriculture ') ; hardly read karzaman = ' Heaven' . . .
' destined to Heaven.'

Hardly ' not yet fallen to the stomach (womb ?)' ; see the Pers. trl. sikam (?) =
'belly' (karzada(?), karzadman (?)), etc.

4 The singular for the plural jasentu.
5 So we should render man' vala^an'; but it may well be that it was the

Fravasis who carried on the waters; and not the vice versa. The masculine
yoi of the original refers irregularly to the Saints.

6 See note 5.
1 Here we have the form in -and followed by yegavimunet, as if it were

a miswriting for -nunt y. the past participle, as elsewhere we have something
like it—afid-et. But here I separate.

8 The allusion is evidently to some supposed signal sacred act of gathering
the water to be used for the zaoSra, ' holy water.' Its original typical occurrence
was mythically supposed to have taken place at the Heavenly River, Ardvlsiir.
(It should be gathered from up-stream where it is purest. Possibly some
reference may have been intended to the mode of gathering, the vessels being
filled by the rush of the current without further manual exertion.)
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 831

A Rubric Intervenes.

(in 23) By him (the authorised official) ; (here a rubric
seems to begin), (the water for the zao#ra) is to be taken
from the (other person (?), the person who receives it from
the river') and to be given to the (next one in the proper
order of the incipient ceremony, sub-official, or worshipper) ;
and when not a single one (sub-official, or 'worshipper')
comes forward (to receive it, or to witness its offering by the
Priest), and when with contempt he goes on (that is, 'they
go on (away from it')), that contempt is demon-sacrifice,
whereupon (the proper official) says : " This water is spoilt;
and so by him (the official) by as much ; (i.e. with a corre-
sponding exactness or ' in an equal quantity'; that is to say,
in the same measure as if it were not spoilt) it is to be given
to him (or ' her') who is excluded (on account of some
impurity)]." 2

The Yast Resumed.

Delinquents are Excluded.

(24) Let not our Waters be with him who is of evil
thought, (that is to say, let them not be favourable to him);
let not our water's be favourable to him of evil speech, or
with him of evil deed, nor with him of perverted creed.
(25) Let them not be with him who harms a comrade, or
a friend, nor with him who harms a Magian [or a Magian-
man (subordinate member of that caste)], nor with him who
harms the Var (the near community), nor with him who
harms his offspring.3

(26) Let not our (Waters be) with him (that is, not with
such an one as is among those above described).

1 Or possibly ' taken'back' (?) from the client or 'worshipper'(?), or other
officiating Priest.

and is

o
2 That is to say, if the zaoOra is contemptuously avoided, it loses its efficacy,
id is fit only for a male during some ceremonial contamination, or for a female

during her periods of separation.
The difficulties lie, as always, in the extreme meagreness of the diction.
3 Of the original we should more naturally say ' his kinsmen.'
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832 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

The Soli/ Water (i.e. the Rirer) is addressed directly.

Thou, water, who art good (that is, ' of the clean creation'),
do not help him on (that is, such as he is), 0 thou God-made
(one),1 and holy, (27) through whom we are non-wounders,2

who are complete disorganisers (lit. ' who wound') [the
wealth of our settlements, (their entire system of commercial
and civic economy)] ;

(28) let not our Waters he with him; yea, do not,
0 Waters, good and hest, and Mazda-made and holy : do
not help him on (29) through whom we are defenceless (so,
again; see just above, but possibly Sresltar might be read
again, and as just explained in the sense of some New
Persian forms in -tar, as in a past sense : ' through whom
we are severely wounded,' so, more rationally),3 who wounds
our bodies (' assaults our person'); let them, the waters, not
be with the thief, or bludgeon ruffian ; nor with the harmful
heretic (possibly 'the religious assassin'), (30) not with the
sorcerer, nor the dead-burier, nor with the one who attacks
our military (literally ' assaults the youths '), nor with the
niggard (the man who withholds his offerings), nor with the
infidel (so, for ' the unholy persecutor'),

(31) (not with) the evil (meaning 'the irreligious') man,
the tyrant.

The Waters as Avengers.

On to him; that is to say, against him (that is, against
such as these) come on, 0 waters, to oppose him as his
tormentors, [that is, keep him back (in his endeavours) ; (let
it be up-stream with him)].

1 God, of course, is everywhere worshipped through the waters.
2 There is no doubt that the person who last wrote the word meant it as

a negative, see C , the Pers., so that we had better make such sense of it as we
can: ' through whom we are not smiters,' i.e. ' through whom we are helpless.'
Or, should we recall the Persian forms in -tar, which have the force of the past
participle ; cf. giriftar = 'seized/ ' a slave,' so reaching aresitar as — 'badly
wounded'? Hardly. We might emend to 'effective vanquishers,' 'aresitar,'
but how does this idea apply ?

3 Hardly " of whom we are the deadly wounders, ' aresitar.' "
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 833

(32) Wishers (Isa) ' for (our) destruction2 they i (are)
[and from Hell3 (they come), (hardly 'who are of the evil,'
so, however, C, the Pers.)]. Wasters4 of our settlements5

(they are), who are (indeed) wishers6 for (our) destruction,
and who [(are so) called] 7 its producers.8

(33) 0 Water, (be such) ever for the rejoicing9 of the
kine (so, totally erroneous for gatava), [that is to say, be
ever for their delighting (for the freshening of their
pastures)] while, that is, so long as, for thee the sacrificing
(priest) may offer.

Discrimination* by Question : Catechetical.

The Representative Official speaks; was he technically called

a Zartust ?

(34) (Question) How 10 shall the Zaotar (sacrifice) ?
(Answer) With the inculcated forms, [that is to say, they

should learn the Avesta passages by heart (literally, ' make
the Avesta easy (soft) (to themselves)')], 0 good waters u

(thus) let him (the Zaotar) sacrifice.11

1 isa certainly determined xvastar ; yet see valasan as if is = ' those' was
considered, this being the early commentator's notion of an alternative translation.

2 I do not see why we cannot render ' wishers who (are) destructive'; but
' destruction' is more natural.

3 I suppose that this gloss ' from Hell' was natural enough after sej = i0yejao ;
but C , the Parsi-Pers., translates ' of the evil.'

4 vaduitar (A., B.).
5 gehan evidently translates (i)da5a as if it were a form of da = d'a.
6 No valasan here as above; and there is nothing in the termination of

iflyejao to suggest is = ' to wish'; the idea was taken from above.
7 Perhaps this word 'guff refers to the interpretation just made of ' di daSa.'
8 ' Producers' again points to da, and in fact so I formerly rendered in

S.B.E. xxxi, yo di daSa. Or are the adverbials to be preferred with our late
venerable pioneer, von Spiegel ?

9 I would now emend my rendering in S.B.E. xxxi in this sense, ' rejoice ye,'
rather than 'rest ye.'

10 I would now correct my too severely critical rendering of 1887 here, at
least alternatively. I then read these words kuflra in the higher critical sense of
a mere indication of a question, but the Pahlavi, I think, on the whole, may be
right, and we should render ' how.'

11 So D. (M.) inserts. C , the Pers., has ' Thou, who [art] the Good Water '
(i.e. those of the clean creation); D. only translates yazaite.
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834 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

(35) (Quest.) How shall it be (when) fettered (so hit',1

for Avesta hito ; hardly the natural ' hat' = ' if '), i.e. if he
sacrifices without the prescriptions, [that is to say, with
clamouring] 2 tongue (and not as was so often requisite with
the low chanting voice) ?

( A m . ) . . . .
(36) (Quest.) How may his speech be (continued) on

(so for me'im) (that is to say, what text exactly will he
follow in his recital) ?

(Ans ) That which has been taught him as (the correct
result of) the priestly studies. [That is to say, they should
perform the exact Avesta (prescriptions). The meaning is
(they should intone the exact Avesta), since they do not3

use the (mere) opinions of the commentary (in their
celebrations); so it should be (done).]

(37) (Quest.) How shall I ' be promoted (so mistaking
bavan, which may have stood in a form little distinguishable
from bavam, or else the translator corrected his text (so)
with this result) [for those sacrificial deeds, if I should
perform them; that is to say, how shall I be promoted
(in my fortune) ?; that is, by what means may our (just)
possession of property be effected (or ' our possessions be
e s t a b l i s h e d ' ) . . . . ] ?

( A n s . ) . . . .
(Quest.) How shall I be promoted (be given free course)

(so, again mistaking the pi. bavan for bavam, or else
' correcting' the text with this result), [for those (sacrificial)
deeds ?, if I should perform them ; that is, ' (how) shall
I be promoted (in my fortune) ? ' ; that is to say, by what

1 No one would fail to read ' hat ' = ' if' at the first glance, hut see hito =
'hound.'

2 C , the Pers., has 'with evident tongue,' meaning 'with a full audible
voice' as against the low intoning. The latter may have heen, perhaps, much
as the Roman Catholic priests undertone the sacrament at times, while the people
sing an appropriate hymn.

! This seems to he genuine protest against tradition, unless we change the
reading la to rai, and translate: ' since they would celehrate in accordance with
the reserved opinions of the commentary.'

* The official, the ' zartust' of the time, speaking for the individual; or the
mythical Zartust as in all the post-Gaflic Avesta.
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THE PAHLA.VI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 835

means may our (just) possession (of means), (or ' our
possessions ') be established] . . . .

How shall the indebtedness (to us) be (adjusted) for those
(duties) which we may perform ? ; [that is to say, how shall
our recognising-recompense (our reward) in presence of
('among,' or ' in the opinions o f ) the Yazats be. so effected
(in accordance with these deeds) ?

(in '\7) That is to say, (how may the proper) benefit be
so, i.e. in accordance with what is jus t ; how may it be
transferred on to us as that reward for those (deeds), that
is to sav, (how) may a state of indebtedness toward us be
(established) among (' in the presence of,' or ' in the minds
(of)') the Yazats ?

(The meaning) is (this). Aparg said that every person
has indebtedness among the Yazats for those sacrifices which
I should do, (meaning ' which one should do') ; and how
(shall it, the indebtedness, be adjusted) for those sacrifices
. . . . ?] Shall there be a (sufficiently) liberal gift for
us (on account of them) ?l; [that is to say, how may the
thing(s) (meaning ' the substantial reward') be given to us
(how may the matter be adjusted) ?],

(38) which Auharmazd pronounced to Zartust,2 and
Zartfist2 proclaimed within the bodily worlds,

(39) through (or ' as') the petition, which is the one
before [(that part of the sacrifice) when they have not
poured out all the zao#ra water], (that is, while they are in
the act of this part of the ceremonial)

on up to, or with, that ya#a ahu vairyo before which is
the husiti, continuing on from the prayer for the waters
(so), 0 Zartust, (perhaps meaning ' from that moment of
the consecration of the waters ') , then after that thou shalt
offer it (the fully consecrated) Zao#ra to the water3 (in

1 Here we have no slur upon the efficacy of ' works,' not even upon ceremonial
duties. Aparg was the name of a commentator.

2 Allusion to the frequent formulas of the Vendidad, which had their origin
irrationally from the ' tat 0va peresa,' cf. Y. XLIV, or from some lost Gaflic piece.

3 The preposition ' av'' renders aivyo as dative; but how the zaoflra-water
could be offered ' to' the waters it is difficult to see. Possibly ' to the waters (?)
in general' must be meant, so I have rendered it in S.B.E. xxxi. For the
original an ablative might be considered.
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836 THE PA.HLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

general), the pure (Zao#ra, as now it is), searched, [that is,
examined (hardly ' tested') by the officiating priest], [that
is to say, it, the newly consecrated water, (now) stands (ready)
for the Chief (Priest)] ; (40) and this do thou, (0 Zartust)
pronounce forth in speech (41) as follows :—

A Boon Bmniyht.

(41) 0 Waters, I ask of you a boon, a great one, [and
I pray for the favour (nevakih) (of it)] this grant me for
a full (me'im) gift which is (even) better than that just
mentioned (or better) than that good one . . . . give
it me with a full delivery on (avaspiiresnlh for nisrlti)
[when its possession may be effected as an advantage
(possibly ' with exactness,' lit. ' for good') and let this
happen] with no superlative lying ;

[let (there) be (on the contrary) a Mobadship (a thoroughly
qualified official adjustment of the sacrifice and of these
rewards. Or, reading manpatih, ' may it be a householder's
sacrificial adjustment, etc.')].

The Remit, Prosperity.

(42) 0 Water(s), I ask of you for riches [even wealth]
of many kinds, [that is to say, through it (the water) there
is a specimen of everything (valued) which may be within
(this general state of affluence), (hardly meaning here
' everything which is interior') ] , and (I ask also for)
a source of strength and strengthening (amavandih) ; [that
is to say, when wealth is great, one's eclat is from them (the
waters ; lit. from it = ' therefrom ')~\.

For Offspring.

(43) (Give me), 0 Waters, an offspring completely efficient
(or ' self-efficient') whose [offspring (this for the second
farzand; the translator is here puzzled by the genitive
yeiihyao) (is one)] which many [persons1] may hold worthy
of esteem.

1 See note at the end of 43.
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 837

[It is an efficiency with (or ' toward,' ' in presence of')
the Yazats (so accentuating in view of the following words
'many men,' which may have been thought to lower the
allusions), and also it is an efficiency toward men. The
efficiency as regards the Yazats is this, that for them the
fivefold' recompense of (or ' for') their active energy is
established (or ' attained') when not (i.e. except when)
thou hast (meaning ' except when a person has ') committed
original (?) sin . . . . (' the sin of combination ' (?) ;
' of the same constitution' (?) ; that is to say, except when
his whole character is evil, and so (except) where the entire
motives are false, in which case the particular sin would be
of less account as being a mere accidental manifestation of
a complete depravity. The efficiency as regards the Yazats
might indeed look as if the idea of ' efficient activity ' were
taken over by attraction from the spontaneous activity of
the human being and attributed to the Yazats . . . ;
but it is better to render ' toward the Yazats ' ; resuming

except when with originality (hardly ' with
combination,' as ' by one out of a multitude') thou hast
committed sin ; for then thou art (meaning ' a person is ')
worthy of death (there is no hope in the ordinary course
of justice for one whose whole character is defiled; he is
prima facie outside of the ordinary privileges of a citizen in
good standing).

Then (in this latter case) their indemnification is this
(i.e. it proceeds as follows) : when (i.e. after that) the
discriminating-investigation (of the circumstances) has been
made by them (the Yazats (or 'the proper judicial officials')
or again ' for them the sinners'), then (they consider them
(separated, each) by himself (hardly ' they hold them (the
culprits) to themselves, taking the case out of its ordinary
jurisdiction'), (better ; they take him the culprit by himself,
judge him individually, and not as one of the multitude
of original sinners) ; (so much for efficiency as regards the
Yazats).

1 ' Fivefold' is probably an old mistake which arose from reading pendaiSyai
for mefidaiSyai in the Gaflas (?) at Y. XLIV, 8.
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838 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

The efficiency as regards men (that is to say, their
general activity as amenable to the laws of men aside from
the supernatural interference of the Yazats, is) this, that
they (the men, the officers in charge of civil matters) who
will assume punitive jurisdiction tujesn' (in the matter)
toward persons (implicated) ; (literally ' they will seize upon
the castigation') (which is to be allotted) to persons—also
their pardoning is this, that they (the sinners) should seek
it (the pardon) in accordance with (the civil authority)
pavan patlh (or that they, the civil officials, should desire
to exercise this jurisdiction in pardoning as (their) pre-
rogative (patlh), or again possibly ' accordingly ' (patas)).] l

Deprecations of harm from thai Offspring.

(44) May no one desire (that is, 'pray for') misfortune
for them,2 [that is to say, may it not be possible to effect (the
misfortune) even if desired (or if 'ardently prayed for')]3;
(45) nor may (any one) (also desire) the halbert (for them),
nor death, nor vengeance, nor (any) affliction4 (whatsoever);
(46) this I ask of you, O Waters, (as a benefit), this of the
Earth, and this of the plants.

(47) And this I ask of the Amesaspends, the well-ruling,
[that is to say, they would exercise sovereignty with an
advantage (to the governed)], the well-giving,5 [that is to
say, they will bestow things as (real) benefits (in a beneficial

1 "Was not this whole discussion caused by the form pourus, which suggested
the Indian purus n.s.m. = ' man.' Otherwise, where does this idea of martum,
ansuta come from ? It seems clear that our alternative opinion that pourus =
India purus was a rediscovery, and would have been known a half-century
earlier if the Pahlavi commentary could have been read. The kabed, which
renders pourus as = ' many,' is properly the first idea of the trlr. on the subject,
with the ansuta = ' men' as the alternative; and the early scholars knew of
no other way of putting in an alternative than simply to add the alternative
word with no proper explanation that an alternative was intended.

8 The offspring.
3 This is a very sound gloss, for the allusion to mere ' desire for misfortune'

seemed naturally tame to the translator.
4 So for apayatee = -taye = not their ' overtaking.'
5 Or ' well establishing.'
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 839

manner)], they, the good males and the good females . . .'
[that is to say, that goodness which is exercised (or ' that
benefit which is given') on the part of the males or females
is this;2 through them also is there an] establisher (or
' supporter ') of good (persons).

(48) And this I ask from the good Fravasis of the Saints,
who are the heroic and victorious. [(The meaning) is that
this heroism is that of a person who is a hero as regards
evil,1 the victorious one is he who when one (an adversary)
comes to a place, (i.e. will assault a position), they will
(that is to say, the victorious persons will) strike him
(the assailant) senseless (literally ' they would render him
stupefied').3 The overmastering victoriousness and the
overmastering strength are both one ; the strength is that
whereby a person who is not4 in prosperous circumstances
(i.e. bayen ^iipih, 'in position') is befriended (-nit, hardly
meaning ' shows friendship' (-net) on account of a favour,
(not probably 'from goodness')), the reputation, ^unldakih
(or ^vetaklh (?) the genuine originality ?) of the victorious-
ness, and the doughtiness of the doughty, and the intellectual
complete information (diinaklh) of the laborious energy, the
gloriousness (of all), and the wide sphere of the spontaneous-
activity ;—every benefit (is included) within the soundly-
healthy (personality (driid)) and the consummation of all
is the Afrln (its presuppositions of correct sanctity in the
priest and in the layman,—its acceptability in the presence
of God and its consequent efficacy for the spiritual and

1 ' Males and females' express as usual the gender of the names or nouns.
The males allude to the non-feminine names, the females to those in the
feminine gender, aramaiti, etc. ; see elsewhere. The terms zakar = ' male'
and vagdan = ' female' are properly not gloss, hut simply fix the genders of the
vague adjectives.

2 One might suggest an ait'ih (?) in the sense of existence (i.e. 'proof of?)
existence ' ; ' that goodness is . . . (proof of ?) existence as regards them.'

3 The matter here in mind is deprecation.
4 I read the ' la ' ; hut am strongly inclined to emend to ral: ' whereby

a person is befriended on account of his being in a good position.' The
la would be awkwardly placed; though as to that, we should not be too
particular here, as the texts are disarranged by an attempt to follow the order
of the original.
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840 THE PAH LAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

temporal status of the supplicant who prays for the above
justification).

(Where) strong fleetness (zavar — zavare) is referred to,
it is in the feet1 (as swift and strong to move in the path
of duty) ; (where) strength (in general, aoj, is mentioned,
it is) in the arm; and the whole one refers to the splendour,
the cleverness, the swift energy, and the ascendant capacity
(avarkiirlh) of the (entire) person (tan').] 2

(49) And this I pray for of Mitr' (Mi0ra) of the wide
pastures, [that is to say, he is of the wide pastures because
he maintains the meadow-reaches (in) comfort and fertility
(hardly, ' I beseech of him that he may maintain . . . ,'
etc.)] ; (50) this I beseech from Sros the holy, the stately,
[that is to say, he has grown stately in uprightness3],
(51) this from Rain' the most just [that is to say,
the pure3],

(52) this from the Fire (Ata^s), Ailharmazd's son, (53)
this from Burz (Bereja), the sovereign (Lady),4 [the brilliant
one of women], and this from Apam Napat of the swift
horses,5 (54) and this I beseech from all the Yazats who
are beneficent and holy; (55) and this, 0 Water, do thou
give me ; this, 0 Earth ; this, 0 Plants. [(The texts as
written above (avar) from 46 to asavano are here to be
repeated twice.)]

(56) And what also may be larger than that (the fore-
going) [as regards body (bodily dimensions)], and what may
be better than it [as regards understanding], and what may
be more beautiful than that [to view], and what may be
more superlatively valuable (in it) ;

(57) so (in like manner) do ye give (us), 0 ye holy
Yazats,

1 Possibly having the etymology in view.
2 These distinctions between abstract terms remind one of the feeble

Aristotelianism which lingered in Persia possibly as the effects of the visit of
Simplicins.

3 Notice the ever-present attempt to maintain a deep moral and religious tone
on the part of the glossist, and so throughout the entire Pahlavi Yasna.

5 The Lightning.
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THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV. 841

(58) a sovereign who a supplicator (lit. a wisher), swift
• • • • ( ? ) ; '

(59) yea, grant me, ye holy creatures of Ahura, (an
offspring) quick from (that is to say, ' ready upon') the
occasion2 (so gas here hardly renders ga^vya in the sense
of Ga0ie ; gatu was seen in it, and I would so emend my
former rendering) [and (one) in accordance with the occasion ;
that is, according to what is not3 (? so A.) needed (or
'prayed for'), and according to what is (on the contrary)
urgently (barii) needed, for ye are very able (lit. more able)
to give (gifts) to men.

(60) (Yea, do ye) as those who work or ' act' obviously
upon a prayer (that is to say, who sincerely and openly
desire to meet our wishes ; literally ' manifest workers to
wish') (do ye do) what is most promotive of (our) desire,
[that is to say, (cause) the reward of every person for his
duty (done) and for his good works (to be) given without
any restriction; i.e. most promotively (fraztum)].

(61) Yea ; give me [the reward and the recompense], Thou
who art the Maker of the Herds (as above mentioned in
regard to the Prosperity desired), and Creator of the Waters
(see everywhere above), 0 Auharmazd, Thou art, 0 most
August Spirit; and deathless Long Life (that is, what

1 The word mosuca seems to be translated only in C., the Parsi-Pers., and with
tiz ; perhaps it was omitted in the other MSS. because the sense of ' swift' was
also seen in asuya-, and rendered by the mere indication of the root su + the
frequent closing consonant -k, as in vohu-k, etc. With the sensible, but somewhat
erroneous, text of C , the Parsi-Pers., we might have: ' a King who may be
a desirer for our immediate (swift (tiz)) advantage sud(sut),' so representing the
-su- in asuya, erroneously of course. With the text of B. (D., Pt. 4) one might
possibly (?) have: 'grant me a sovereign who is'supplicant (lit. 'wisher,' so lor
isano) from Heaven (?sag, the stony Heaven).' With all the texts in view
except that of C , the Parsi-Pers., which commits itself to sut (sud) = ' advantage,
profit' as the idea lurking in asuya (?), it is better, as already said, to regard the
peculiar form suk (?) as merely an indication of the root idea in the word; that
is, as merely su + k.

2 Or quite possibly, as in the Ata^s chapter, ' an offspring quick from the
couch.' .Regard this as an alternative.

3 (So A.) abavlhunast'; but with the texts bavlhunast', so B. (D., Pt. 4), we
should have: ' and according to what is prayed and to what is hardly (so for bara,
as in the negative sense) prayed for.' Or, again, 'according to what is prayed
for, and still more emphatically (so bara in this sense) prayed for'; unless vaca ia
included in bavihunast', I do not see where it is rendered.
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842 THE PAHLAVI TEXT OF YASNA LXV.

we term Immortality (Ameretatat)) and Healthful Weal
(Haurvatat), [(their) Maker Thou art] ; grant (these all)
through the teaching of Vohuman.1

1 Searching critics will have inquired throughout "why in this somewhat
fervid section, not to say in this Yast, all the appeals are'made to the sacred
objects of nature, with no direct mention of Ahura? " We see now the reason.
All are addressed as the creations of Ahura in this verse from the Gathas which
sums up the chapter; nay, as we understand it, the entire chapter, being
founded upon Yasna LI, 7, etc., is only an expansion of it; the nature-worship
involved is entirely absorbed in the Mazda-worship ; and so everywhere in Avesta.
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